This paper investigates the synthesis of discrete supervisors for hybrid systems where the control objective is to enforce a language inclusion specification in the presence of plant uncertainty. The discussion is set within Willems' behavioural system theory, where we find a relationship between robustness of closed-loop performance and earlier results on abstraction based synthesis. From this relationship, we develop our main result a method for the synthesis of robust supervisory controllers. Note that virtually any engineering system must possess some amount of robustness in order to fulfil even minimal reliability requirements. This commonly accepted fact is of aparticularimportance for hybrid control systems, since the motivating application areas are safety-critical and high-confidence systems as air traffic control or medical instrumentation.
Introduction
Hybrid control systems are mathematical models of heterogeneous systems consisting of digital components interacting in real-time with continuous processes. In particular, a variety of controller design problems for such systems has received extensive attention e.g. [2, 4, 7, 8, IO, 11, 141. In this paper, we investigate the synthesis of a discrete event controller for continuous time and continuous valued control systems; see Fig. 1 . ' be conversion betweencontinuous signals and discrete events is performed in a similar way as it occurs within the widely accepted hybrid automata model [I] . As in 14. 11, 141, we assume that the actuator (D/A: map) and the sensor (AD-map) are given, and our synthesis problem is the construction of a discrete event controller that enforces a language inclusion specification.
In [I] , 131, this synthesis problem is discussed within J.C. Willems' behavioural systems theory, and it is shown that a solution can be obtained in two steps: (i) construct a plant abstraction that can be realised by a finite automaton; (ii) apply slightly modified tools from P.J. Ramagde In this paper, we extend the general methodology of [I I, 131 in order to synthesise supervisors that are robust w.1.t. a quantified parameter uncertainty in the hybrid plant model. It is commonly accepted that every engineering system must be robust in order to provide a vital.leve1 of reliability, and this requirement is addressed by e.g. virtually all classical continuous feedback designs. However, little is known about the robust design of hybrid systems e.g. [IO, 51. In particular, hybrid closed-loop systems that have been designed to fulfil a language inclusion specification by the methods in e.g. [4, 7, I I, 141, in general, fail to possess any robustness margin: even under the smallest perturbations of any plant component, the closed loop may cease to fulfil the performance criteria it bas been designed for. Our contribution addresses this problem for a broad class of parameter uncertainties.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we recall definitions and facts from Willems' behavioural framework. including links to DES theory. A detailed model of the hybrid systems under consideration is given in Section 3. In Section 4, we present an adapted version of the core results from [I] , 131. This allows for an accessible treatment of a general class of robust hybrid control problems in Section 5, where we basically allow all plant components to depend on an uncertain parameter with known range.
Behanourn and states machines
For the readers convenience, we collect some basic definitions from Willems' behavioural systems theory; a comprehensive introduction is given in [17, The behaviour is viewed as the set of all trajectories which are compatible with the phenomena modelled by the system: trajectories w $ 23 cannot occur. In this paper, we focus attention on discrete rime behaviours with T = No ' .
Note that the discrete time case is nof restricted to sampling with a constant sampling period (clock time), but also accounts for scenarios in which a discrete time axis is derived from counting events (logic time). In the latter case, a behaviour models a phenomenon very much in the wayformal languages are used in DES theory; e.g. [3] . This link is further elaborated by the following definition of state machine realisations of discrete time behaviours.
Definition 2.2.
A sfafe machine is a tuple P = (X, W, 6 , Xo) with W the external signal space, X the sfafe space, Xo the set of initial conditions, and with 6 X x W x X the nextsfafe relation. If IWI E IN and 1x1 E N (both sets are finite), P is said to be afnite aufomafon. The external behaviour B induced by P is defined as
Conversely, a state machine P' with induced external hehaviour 23' is called a realisation of 23' . 
A hybrid control configuration
We provide a detailed model for hybrid plants that consist of a continuous process, an actuator and a sensor: i.e. the dashed box in Fig. 1 . While the hybrid closed-loop system could be modelled within the widely accepted hybrid automata framework [ I ] , a more explicit notion of inputs and outputs is required for our discussion of controller synthesis. We therefore construct an YSI-machine that realises the external plant behaviour. . '
Continuous process. We model the continuous dynamics by a time invariant control system with input U @ ) , state x(t) andoutput y(r):
where f: 
Sensor. hv.
Both special cases are considered as errors and trigger a distinguished output event am E WO",, ' In the nominal case t+(xo. U ) E (0, CO), a quantised version of the continuous output y(to + r+(xo, U ) ) will be generated as an output event. This mechanism of event generation can be conveniently summarised by two maps F : R" x U + R" and G: R" x U -+ WO,,, where External plant behaviour. The components listed so far constitute continuous dynamics over continuous time with a discrete event interface via measurement and control events. Note that in our configuration Fig. 1 This specification can he formally represented by the set of acceptable external signals, denoted BSF WHO. As indicated in Fig. 1 , we aim for a finite automaton realisation of a supervisor. To this end, however, we can represent the supervisor by its induced behaviour 'BsUp. The closed-Imp behaviour is defined as the intersection B,, = B, n Bsup.
'It will be the mkof the supemison to prevent (le" by applying contml evens c t W,,, for which r+(xo. u ( 4 ) E (0. m). The device of the ermr event a,, is crucial to formalise this contml objective. However, the plant behaviour far after the meurrenee of aeIT can be padded arbioarily.
and Bsup is said to eilforce the specifcarion BrFc if the in-
is satisfied. However, two conditions apply for the interconnection of a supervisor with a plant and we shall state and motivate these admissibiliry criteria in terms of behaviours.
The first admissibility criterion addresses the requirement that the two systems must not "get stuck" temporally. That is, if the two behaviours can agree on a common trajectory up to time k, then there should also be some common future evolution on the entire discrete time axis. It can be shown that the parallel composition of any US/-machine with any pastinduced realisation of a generically implementable supervisor is nonblocking. The existence of such a pastinduced realisation can be ensured by Proposition 4.6. Obviously, a nonblocking closed loop is highly desirable for engineering applications and it justifies the general layout of our supervisory control problem.
Defrnition4.1. (See

Abstraction based synthesis and robust control
We develop a natural' link between abstraction based controller synthesis and robust control, and extend it to investigate robust supervisory controller synthesis. While the literature gives some account of robustness of hybrid closedloop systems e.g. [6] , it is only recently that design procedures for robust hybrid control have been proposed e.g.
[lo, 51. While our main target is the hybrid control configuration from Section 3, but our reasoning applies to arbitrary behaviours. including those that are realised by finite automata.
If both Bp and Bs,, are realised by pastinduced finite automata, a realisation of the least restrictive solution to the problem (Bp, BsFc) can be computed with a slight modification of DES tools. However, since hybrid plant behaviours B, almost never have a finite realisation, we instead work with an approximation B,, that is realised by a finite automaton. We say Bca is an abstraction of B, if %, E B-. Under this condition, we can guarantee that solutions for BCa carry over to b,. To prove this claim, we first show that a complete supervisor that is generically i nplementable is also admissible to any plant that is realisable by an US/-machine. 
BSup is a nontrivial solution of (Bp, B&.
Pmoj Generic implementability does not depend on the particular plant, and, by Lemma 5.1, we obtain that B!up is admissible w. be a robustly nontrivial solution.
y ( t ) = &W. u ( t ) , ~( t ) ) .
where U: R i + W belongs to a specified class of distur-
: Ilv(r)ll < y ) for some norm 11 . 11 and some y > 0. For any fixed disturbance U E V, let B, denote the behaviour induced by the hybrid plant. We then ask for a supervisor that enforces the specification B, , for all U E U. 
Conclusions
It is commonly accepted that every engineering system must be robust in order to provide a vital level of reliability. In this paper, we have addressed this requirement for a broad class of control problems in which we ask for a discrete event supervisor that enforces a language inclusion specification for an uncertain hybrid plant model. Our discussion is set within the framework of Willems' behavioural systems theory, and includes -but is not restricted te-the prototypical case in which the uncertainty effects the continuous plant dynamics. As ow main result, we are able to characterise the desired robust supervisors as solutions of an ordinary (non-robust) supervisory control problem. Thus, a robust supervisor can be derived by our abstraction based methods from earlier work.
